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开放时间：
周二至周日：10:00-18:00周一闭馆
opening on 9 September, 2010
tuesday to Sunday (monday closed)
10:00 am-6:00 pm 

hallerStein dance art event is to take place on 9th September 2010 at 8 pm in Shanghai Zendai museum of modern 
art (moma) in the framework of Slovenian national presentation at expo, Shanghai. the event has been produced 
by aCe Kibla in cooperation with Slovenian national theatre maribor and the artists edward Clug, Cameron bobro, 
huiqin Wang and peter tomaž dobrila. 
The concept of Hallerstein project is based on the integration of cultural heritage, performing arts and sophisticated technologies. Being 
dual in nature, the project integrates historical documents with the contemporary art research production, thus establishing a link between 
the past and the present, between Europe and China. The project creators have been looking for inspiration in a historical figure of Slovenian 
origin, Ferdinand Augustine Hallerstein. He was a researcher in fields of astronomy, cartography, mathematics, religion and politics. Being a 
missionary, scientist and Jesuit, he lived close to the Chinese court and the emperor in years 1739 and 1774. Hallerstein was in close contact 
with the Chinese emperor Qianlong, an exquisitely educated man interested in Jesuit science, particularly mathematics and astronomy. This 
is an example of how two men of entirely different cultural backgrounds succeeded in establishing mutual understanding, which has been 
attested by letters preserved in major archives around the world.
The art event Hallerstein being based on a multilayered approach, it integrates several fields of aesthetic observation into a stage installa-
tion. Visual works, graphic works, calligraphy and paintings by Huiqin Wang that depict alphabetical characters, letters, scientific symbols 
and portraits of Hallerstein, are a constituent part of the scenery. The physical stage environment is further replaced by the use of video, 
three-dimensional graphic objects and environments as well as animation and the virtual infinite virtual space.
The traditional Chinese two-dimensional puppet as projected on screen moves in infinite spatial loops, somewhat reminding of the infin-
ity of the Universe, yet it is oriented by and bound to the dancer. Edward Clug, directing it, thus searches for its limits as well as his own, 
shifting between power and submission, between spatial freedom and restriction, between curiosity and experience, between discovery and 
the desire to return to the primary state, between the escape and the entrapment – which are all symbolic as well as physical oppositions. 
As he sets free from the puppet, his supposed freedom again gets entangled into the limits of another loop, which can be crossed neither 
by the human body nor mind.
Basso profondo by Cameron Bobro, the timeless narrator of the story on Hallerstein, interprets the story using songs and tunes of centuries 
past as well as the traditional Slovenian, European and Chinese music. Jesuit approaches to music are thus intertwined with the Chinese. 
Both derive from philosophy, which is transformed by Bobro, the orchestrator, into microtonal music based on numerous colourful tones that 
are to be found between the black and white piano keys. 
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